
Derek DiFilippo 
 
Friday -- GC Lebanon #1 
September 01, 2000 
 
Woke up at 8. Groggy but ok. A nice shower.  
Breakfast with J's father and Matt.  
J picked me up. To the Baptist Camp!  
Helped unload some bedboards. Met MarkB. Assembled a bed for Robert. Kept stripping the damn screws. Mark 
found me a better fitting screwdriver.  
Hot, humid. I was sweating profusely. It felt great.  
Met PatrickS, our Kitchen Coordinator. "Met" LeslieS (I remembered her from a summer 99 SBC). Organized the 
pantry contents with glee, and organized the walk-in with Leslie. We talked about graduate school, computer stuff. 
Her supervisor, Holland (sp? right?), invented genetic algorithms. Leslie and I acknowledged that the walk-in was 
the best room in the camp.  
Inaugural Kitchen Team meeting --- I need closed shoes. Mark took me in to town. He was looking for sandals. No 
luck for him, but I found some suitable black Reeboks.  
I did a lot of dishes. A spacious, well-equipped, but old, kitchen. Met RobR, JohnM, PatriciaL, PeterL, KimC.  
Trouble with the coffee urn. A blown fuse? While fretting over this to Patrick, I almost ran into his back following 
him. He was very calm. Why wasn't I calm? I watched him walk away. Something in his gait calmed me.  
Satisfying pizza with Leslie and Frank in the dining hall. A large room with a mostly white floor and windows all 
around. Reasonably high ceilings, reverberant.  
Dinner: stir fry, brown rice. Delicious pecan pie (by Patricia).  
I washed dishes and pots.  
A sitting from 9:15-9:45. Around 9:45 I thought of the SGC at Bumbershoot. Were they on stage?  
KT meeting. Drinking lots of water at one of the round tables. I'm on (casual) breakfast and dinner tomorrow.  
I'm learning several small details from Patrick. Which sink for what task, etc.  
A shower, then trouble falling asleep. Four double bunks to a room. No one in my upper bunk.  
 
 
Saturday -- GC Lebanon #2 
September 02, 2000 
 
Up at 5:45am. Tired, but ok.  
Helped Mark and Rob set up breakfast. I did juices. Most of the kitchen team were present to help.  
I had trouble finishing my breakfast.  
Full meeting with Robert at 9:30am in Fairmount hall. High arched ceilings, a stage, blue plastic tiled floor, blue 
plastic utility chairs.  
Introductions. Robert encouraged us to expand a bit so he could catch up with the people he hasn't seen for a while. 
The core of my introduction: "My name is Derek DiFilippo. I come from Toronto, Canada. I was brought here by a 
desire to continue the work that started in Seattle about 2 years ago. My aim this week is to be a reliable and 
effective member of the kitchen team."  
Some comments stood out for me. When pressed by Robert for an example of a "bad decision", after faking one, the 
truth came out "drinking too much and not doing what I need to do." Very powerful. One aim that stood out: "To 
contribute what I can and to learn what I can."  
Robert can be very funny when he chooses.  
Meeting with guitars at 11:45. Circulating. Chaotic at first. Then Robert introduced intention. With intention, a 
group can form. With intention, my neighbours (ChrisG to immediate left, RayP to immediate right) would 
remember my notes and I would remember theirs.  
Exercises included smiling to the right while passing to the left. Also, smile right, smile left, look dejected.  
Parallel threads: love and intention. Robert asked us to picture the person that represents absolute love in our lives. 
Then bring that feeling into our breast.  
Intention. Robert had us choose notes from a particular scale and then use them for a circulation -- later at lunch 
KimC made the excellent observation that this markedly improved the quality of the circulations.  
Third thread: attention. Bring attention to the right hand for one hour, then switch (11am) right hand (12pm) right 
foot (1pm) left foot (2pm) left hand (3pm) right foot , etc. A circulated attention exercise.  



Cause for concern? No strong feeling of love inside of me. When Robert asked us to connect the love in our breast 
with the attention in our right foot, I was blank. Could this explain my lack of musical "creativity"?  
During lunch (after a small gaggle of young men filtered by), Robert commented that idle chatter has a different 
tone than necessary talking. Later, I noticed the same tone during the L1 dinner.  
In the kitchen by 3pm. Made yogurt and cucumber dip. Prepared water jugs. Patrick showed me how to hold a knife. 
Like holding a pick. He also showed me how to tuck my thumb behind my fingers to prevent me from chopping it 
off.  
Helped carry out trays. At 7pm, some attention in my left foot while carrying trays -- this felt good. I liked rotating 
the trays for my shadow server.  
Dinner was spicy and good. Curried vegetables (string beans, cauliflower), saffron rice, homemade (labor intensive) 
samosas, fruit platters.  
Had the luxury of managing a clean up crew in the dish pit.  
I'm sweating a lot.  
Inaugural L1 meeting in Fairmount at 8:45. I was brave and sat on the stage beside the instructors. A weird 
semicircle clustered around the stage. After a reboot, I ended up on the floor. Put my introduction after Chris from 
Canada (T.O.) even though it wasn't the "right" spot. Felt right to me.  
Robert: "What would happen if we could live with intention for one hour? One day? One year? Three years? What 
could become possible?"  
Kitchen meeting in the corner afterwards. I'm on dinner again tomorrow.  
Walked back to the cabins with Rob. We played guitar for 1 hour. Where It Goes, mostly. Also something in 7 of his 
own devising.  
Another shower. I'm feeling strong now. Still fairly young, still fairly slim. Wrote up my diary in the dining room. 
Treated myself to an entire pitcher of water. Began to fantasize about the pecan pie we had yesterday...  
Just as I wrote "pecan pie", PatriciaL arrived, also with food on her mind. We visited the walk-in and shared some 
conversation and pecan pie. Music and healing, David Hykes. Of course she was familiar with him, almost studied 
with him. Pecan filling: equal parts brown sugar, maple syrup, barley malt. 
 
  
Sunday -- GC Lebanon #3 
September 03, 2000 
 
Suddenly awake at 6am, in a panic. Slept until 7. Stopped by the kitchen, made some orange juice for Rob and Billy.  
Breakfast with ChrisG. After breakfast, Patrick had two words for the KT: "In" and "Out" doors. It's a principle. A 
hint of what it's like to get Patrick irritated.  
Meeting with the L2's in the dining room. Bill worked on ear training with a small group while the larger group 
observed. Major and minor seconds on the A string. There's a captain who selects intervals, and then the interval is 
circulated.  
Afterwards, split into groups. Did most of the work with TomR, MarkB, KenK, RobR, Mark, Jonathan. Made some 
great eye contact with Tom, to my left. Bright blue eyes.  
Coffee with Tom and Patrick.  
To cabin 13 for a personal meeting with Bill. 5/4 and 4/3 polyrhythms. Not just switching counting, but switching 
*feel* between the two.  
Lunch. Pasta w/cheese. Much to my chagrin, as I was on dish pit duty afterwards. Robert asked for comments. I said 
that I noticed a group change and an individual change when I played with intention during the ear training exercise. 
It felt and sounded better. A great opportunity to play with intention b/c you can know what's coming to you (if your 
ears are trained).  
Robert batted me around as a cat does a mouse! "How did it feel better?" Uhh... "How did it sound better?" I said 
something about less pick noise, clearer more resonant tones, steady rhythmic flow. "How do you know?" From my 
personal experience, and... and it just felt better. When I said "felt better" he shot me a dart of exasperation. I think 
the issue was my indiscriminate use of the words "feeling" and "better".  
Noticing almost zero success in the circulated attention exercise (right/left hands/feet) today.  
After managing the dish pit, immediately into dinner. Helped Patricia make corn bread. Set the tables. Prepared salsa 
and sour cream. Helped serve dinner with John. I placed the rice on the plate, handed it to John, he put beans on it, 
then handed the plate to our "customer.”  
Sat with John. With the pico di gallo and sour cream, dinner was quite a treat.  



L2's performed Calliope. MichaelB was leading the group. He had a strange energy about him -- on the edge. Robert 
is an outstanding heckler. "Weedy" can only come from the lips of Englishman.  
I managed the dish pit after dinner. Helped by RickM from the Jersey team.  
Full meeting with Robert in Fairmount. Two concentric circles, L2's on the inside. Circulating. Multiple threads, 
multiple directions, skipping. It was powerful to hear the notes flowing in 3D.  
3-Thrak. 1 and 4 of 6; 1 and 4 of 5; 1, 4, 7, and 10 of 11. There was a strong group pulse that I had no trouble 
reconnecting to when I wandered off. Robert had us rotate parts.  
Before the lights went out, I made distinct contact with ChrisG to my left (in another group) and KimC to my right 
(also in another group). Kim was rocking the 11's!!  
In the dark, the group pulse remained strong for longer than I expected. Half an hour?  
Back to the kitchen for a meeting. I'm on dinner tomorrow. Mark showed his frustration about being solo on the tea 
station. I had a hint of the kind of tension that can arise in this sort of work.  
Curt invited me to play some guitar. I missed out on Bicycling with Victor and MichaelF. But... he taught me the 49 
notes, all three parts. In the middle of this effort, Patrick emerged with pecan pie for Curt and I. Truly restorative.  
I shocked myself by picking up the part quickly. Part of me was eager to impress Curt -- but I wasn't too nervous.  
Then, to the laundry room to freshen up the dish rags. An isolated practice space. Worked on the 49 notes and the 
bass line. Very late now, 2:30am. 
 
 
Monday -- GC Lebanon #4 
September 04, 2000 
 
Falling asleep during the sitting. Sat on the stage with ChrisG and Taylor.  
Fernando, Victor, Curt, Bill performed Invocation at breakfast. Patricia and the Warm Fuzzies also performed. Pat 
sang solo: "cry like your best friend died..." L2's performed Eye -- fresh to my ears.  
Someone commented that his expectation hindered his appreciation of Eye. Robert responded with a story about 
Charlie "Tremendous" Jones and the difference between the conventional and unconventional worlds. Charlie is a 
public speaker, like Robert's sister. Everyday is Christmas for Charlie. When he was diagnosed with cancer, he 
organized a party. By the time the party arrived, the cancer was gone. That's the difference.  
Robert asked for cleanup info. I requested 5 people and 45 minutes. I managed the dishwasher. Just about right on 
time. Mark from Colorado was Great to work with.  
A warning from PatrickS (or Mark?) that Tom was looking for me. Sure enough, at 10am, Tom taught me The 
Chord From Hell in Cabin 13B. He also taught me Free Your Inner Self.  
Tom has bright alert eyes. A very loose right hand, excellent strumming technique. During the rehearsal we had a 
few laughs. I couldn't contain myself over this Hellboy aphorism: Honor Convenience. Full-on belly laughter. I also 
received some Hellboy history. Selling tapes for $6.66, minimum purchase of 3, we don't make change (another HB 
aphorism).  
The Chord From Hell (2k) is a hard piece. I was determined to approach it with integrity. I asked Tom what the 
intention of the piece is: surprise.  
We ran through a few mock performances. I tried to follow him without watching him. Wow, we nailed some of the 
power chords.  
Shower, then an Alexander lesson with Sandra in the grass by Clayton. She asked me if I had ever broken my right 
arm. A lot of tension in the shoulder. She gave me an assignment. If I notice (when walking) that my right 
arm/shoulder is not moving -- stop! open my eyes, look around, widen my field of view, then direct.  
Back to shack 13B. Tuned my guitar, met with Tom on the porch outside of the dining hall. Bright sunshine, warm 
air. He decided that Free Your Inner Self was the right piece to play. I agreed.  
He said: "The performance starts with the first footstep. Like piercing through a membrane. There's no turning 
back."  
And as we were going in: "Left foot. You're a Hellboy now!"  
Tom has an overwhelming presence. Free Your Inner Self (dedicated to Charlie "Tremendous" Jones) was a hit. We 
hacked out The Chord From Hell as an encore. An excellent moment shaking out the bends on that one note. Several 
mistakes however -- it's a hard piece.  
Met with MarkB after lunch. Learned the bass for Oscillation.  
Met with Victor for a personal meeting on the stage at Fairmount. He said some important things. "This is the course 
to make changes in your technique. There's no returning to the beginning. If you go any further, you will lose your 
opportunity."  



"Your right hand reminds me of Curt's -- when he's really out of shape."  
"Keep the left thumb in the center of the back of the neck -- for life."  
"Flatten the right hand. Keep the fingers together. One solid mass."  
I know all of this. Now is the time for me to take responsibility for this data.  
Late by 10 minutes for dinner duty. Patrick: "Until this point you were the only person consistently on time. Now 
you're a Hellboy."  
Had to peel and cut potatos. More valuable lessons from Patrick. Use the part of the blade near the handle for brute 
force. A challenge: "Make all of the cubes about the same size. It's possible."  
I sensed danger/hazard in the air. I felt very incompetent during this work. Unable to establish the circulated 
attention exercise.  
Make the salads. ChrisG and Dave came in to help before dinner. Very useful -- they did pots & table settings.  
Dinner was West African Stew, brown rice, salad, pear tart. The Hamsters: "Weedy" Doug, Patrick White, and Igor 
performed. Frippish lines, then Igor laid down an inspiring solo that had the whole room cheering! Incredible energy 
rush, like a rising wave. He milked it a bit too much, but it still worked. A chaotic delicate peaceful circulation as an 
encore.  
Interesting development at dinner: The L1's are meeting without Robert tonight. A GC first, I bet.  
A large volunteer group for cleanup. My dish pit management skills faltered. Patricia and Rob led us in a circle after 
the cleanup. An acknowledgment.  
L2 meeting with Robert, 9pm, dining room. Observations about the circulated attention exercise. It was "easier" 
when the group was in phase. So, tomorrow at 8am: Right Hand, then Right Foot, Left Foot, Left Hand, Right Foot, 
etc. Robert: "If you take this exercise seriously, you would never stop."  
The theme of the meeting was internal architecture. Aim: to establish an internal architecture that is reliable in the 
face of everyday life.  
Without a morning sitting, nothing is possible.  
Begin and end the day with definition, intention, and love. As soon as your feet hit the floor, greet God. "Hello 
God!" Send goodwill to family and loved ones. Define your daily task.  
At the end of the day, recapitulate the day's events in reverse order. Was I alive? What happened? Can you see the 
whole day? Then, send goodwill to family and loved ones, then “Lord have mercy”, then sleep.  
Repeat forever.  
Re: circulated attention. "Maybe the penny will not drop for 5 years. 10 years. 15 years. 20 years. But if it drops 
after 25 years, you will be so grateful that you invested 25 years in these exercises."  
Re: "representation of love", and those who have had trouble generating this emotion. Head, heart, body. All have a 
proper function. Eg: function of the head is to tie together past, present, and future (part of the function). Function of 
the heart is to help us know we're alive by connecting with other humans -- failing that animals, failing that plants. 
"An exercise. With attention in your hands, approach the oak tree behind the kitchen. Say hello! Say more. Start a 
conversation. This is very real." ... i.e., help establish right function.  
The circulation of attention, the definition/intention/love, the morning sitting are the beginnings of an inner 
architecture that can sustain growth and change.  
Actually, once you've established this architecture you've already changed.  
No kitchen meeting after RF. Patrick asleep. I smell a challenge.  
Back at the shack. One of my roommates looked blown away. I hope he's ok.  
Guitar + laundry + Rob + Where It Goes + his tune in 7.  
Diarizing in the dining room. Almost 2am. 
 
 
Tuesday -- GC Lebanon #5 
September 05, 2000 
 
Saluted the day. Lord have mercy, sending goodwill to family and friends. Some surprise free associations. RobM, 
JoshR, Gert-Jan. Intention/definition for the day (or task?): digest what I have learned in the last two days.  
Falling asleep during the sitting. I sat on the stage again. I was there early, about 7:15. Prior to that, I had entered the 
kitchen through the back door -- and it slammed behind me. I noticed the jarring effect immediately. I stood around, 
useless, then went up to the sitting. What a contribution.  
Pancakes. A good breakfast for a cold cold morning. MarkB played a solo piece with a capo. Memorable melody 
and chord changes.  



Many excellent comments by the L1's on their "solo" work last night. My favorite was from Igor. He said that he felt 
frustration towards certain members of the circle who would lose tempo during the circulation. When he let go of 
this frustration, the tempo problem disappeared. Igor thought that it was *his* frustration that was causing the 
problem. Robert: "You are exactly right."  
Goodwill, an emerging theme.  
After breakfast, met up w/Curt. Worked on 49 notes w/ Fernando and Bill, then off with just Curt for arrangement 
details. I was too tired to be of much use to him.  
I slept from 11am to 2:30. Necessary.  
Into the kitchen by 3pm. Chopped tempeh, red peppers with MarkB. Diced green peppers. Prepared the chocolate 
ice cream and mint leaves. Helped organize the table setting team. "Family style" tonight, no serving. Couscous. 
Tempeh, broccoli, red peppers in a kind of peanuty curry.  
Silence visited.  
Dinner performance by the L2's. Eye, Calliope, Thrak. I was impressed by Thrak. My sense was that they were 
direct beneficiaries of ChrisG's work in Seattle.  
Silence visited after this performance as well... right up until the bell rang at 8pm and JimL and I brought out the 
dessert.  
Tom and Patrick White, as the Hellboys, played Bossanova (aka Cha Cha Cha). Patrick laid down some heavy bass 
grooves! Don't Tell My Wife was the encore. "Yes she loves me... she tells me I come back new..." A tear jerker. 
The crowd was waving their hands in the air during the last chorus, back and forth like at a concert.  
You cannot know you were in the basement until you are at least on the garden floor.  
I feel empty. Void.  
L2 challenge: Hellboy promotions has booked "International Adventures in Guitar" at Miller's tavern... tomorrow 
night. We need to pay for the bus rental ($250). Gig from 11-12:30.  
Clean up after dinner was chaotic. Too many volunteers!  
Patrick took the kitchen team aside in the pantry. "The hardest question I have ever had to answer in GC was: What 
would you do if the world was suddenly perfect?" Well, Patrick asked us to sign up for duties tomorrow with that in 
mind. After some clarifications, I volunteered for dinner. This time with *love* please! Patrick noticed a change in 
the dinner quality tonight. He attributed it to the fact that it was Pat's recipe... coming from the heart.  
Where is my heart?  
Brazenly walked in on the L2 meeting in the dining room. Immediately enlisted by Chris for repertoire duties, and 
by Tom for Hellboy duties. Yes!  
The work that Chris has done in Seattle now bears fruit. We spoke after the meeting. He walked me up to the 
laundry room. Stars in the sky, right shoulder swinging.  
Robert said that this course is the first of GC's third 7 year life cycle. What could this mean? What does this make 
possible?  
Everyone is in bed very early, even with the performance challenge. Well, I don't feel nervous now either...  
 
 
Wednesday -- GC Lebanon #6 
September 06, 2000 
 
Up at 7am. Saluted the morning. Goodwill to parents, Whitney. Job for the day: contribute to the performance, 
remembering Fracture. And doing an excellent and loving job of preparing dinner.  
Sitting, falling asleep, blanket (thoughtfully delivered to my bed last night by ChrisG) over my shoulders.  
Rick told a story over breakfast about Lake Superior. Indian legends.  
MarkB played two solo pieces (nice harmonics) and PatrickW played a solo piece "Hamsters in the Sun".  
After breakfast, worked on Fulsom Prison Blues with MichaelF and ChrisG. Changed my strings and had a quick 
nap.  
L2 meeting behind Shack 12. Gave a flavor for each set list candidate. Plenty of material.  
Walking to the dining room. I could smell the garlic from 100 feet away! Go Mark!  
During lunch, someone described their internal feelings during a conflict with another member here. Powerful -- full 
of seething energy. One lie, a particular kind of energy. One "violent" exchange, another type of energy. Robert's 
advice: observe the mechanics of the animal we inhabit.  
MichaelF described his talk with Chris (not named) about the SRC. He thought there were similarities between his 
experience with the Bay Area circle -- similarities that he felt were not present in the diaries. My impression is that 
he unintentionally misrepresented Chris -- from what I know of Chris. Robert warned about the dangers of gossip.  



Igor made an observation about how after his work the night before he felt he had made friends with his partners. 
Robert said that *acceptance* is a necessary condition for friendship. Just at that moment, Patricia stood up in the 
corner by the head table and sang a heart-rending Love Me Tender. She was projecting so strongly. I think I heard 
the lyrics for the first time. I almost cried.  
Then, Frank dropped a huge bomb. The L1's were discussing their aims -- a group requires a common aim. Right 
near the end of lunch, Frank challenged the L1's to prepare dinner and breakfast in support of the L2 performance 
tonight. Much brouhaha. Frank is so powerful! He silenced the questions with: "If you ask too many questions it will 
be more work than if you did nothing at all."  
So, a free afternoon.  
Learning/creating/channeling "How Big Is Hell?" with Tom under a tree beside the pond. Tom had me singing "is it 
big enough?"... Dylanesque. Then he hit me with more. "A certain English gentleman has requested a song from the 
Hellboys. It's called Robert Ain't Your Father. He's also requested that you sing it with me." No shit, I thought to 
myself. We practiced it a bit.  
Then, met with MarkB, JimL, and PeterL --- the Jim Lee Experience. Walked by RobR on the way to the meeting. 
We rehearsed Oscillation for a while, then I remembered Rob. Overcome with guilt... I needed to find him and invite 
him to join us. I found him with Victor. I taught him my part at 4pm and the 5 of us performed at Tea by 4:15pm.  
John had made some tasty little chocolate chip scones.  
After tea, a 5pm Blockhead meeting with ChrisG, Michael, Greg, Doug, Ryan. Pretty hot playing. Fine tuning 
required, but all parts there. Yes!  
Left a happy birthday message on Whitney's answering machine. Slightly relieved that I didn't have to make half an 
hour of conversation.  
L2 met at 6pm to organize a dinner performance. Make A Circle, Blockhead, Wild Rover. We also went over our set 
list for Miller's Tavern. Each team leader called out their tune.  
It started to get cold and dark. Dinner was postponed until 7:30. We streamed in shortly after. I ended up in front of 
the In door. Make a Circle had everyone grooving, even crowd participation -- a sing along. Blockhead had an 
identifiable pulse. What moves through me at these times? We almost nailed the ending... but we did get the 
conducted string muting. I think we projected well. It's a very reverberant room.  
Nervous now. Earlier, Tom said to me: "This piece for Robert is a partial payment. He needs this. When I go in 
there, I'm going to leave nothing behind. He's gonna get it all." Well, now was the time for me to find the strength to 
give everything.  
The french canadian woman and a L1 (doug?) played two pieces. She has a clear and agile voice. The Jim Lee 
experience enlisted me to play Oscillation with them. I started to feel awkward about the amount of time I was 
spending in front of everyone. Rob and I synchronized better, but I had trouble making contact with Peter and Jim. 
Acceptable.  
Hellboys arrive. Just as we were about to go in, I said "wait a minute..." and Tom finished my sentence by saying 
"left foot." Holy shit.  
He announced “Robert Ain’t Your Father” as an older song with lyrics by Victor. Two bars of 4 and we kicked it 
down. The descending flutter picked power chords were hot. And we screamed full voice: FATHER! in a serious 
attempt to blast everyone out of the back window. Huge applause, Tom headed for the door immediately. Where did 
all of this come from? My RPMs were redlining.  
Dinner was tasty, good work by the L1's. Brown rice, veggies, tofu and some sort of peanut and cilantro sauce. 
Chocolate ice cream and strawberries/blueberries to scoop on top. The L1's were keeping their end of the deal, no 
doubt.  
Robert asked the L2's about their plans for the performance. He offered three pieces of advice: Protect your space. 
Protect your space. Protect your space. Otherwise, it will be violated. Robert also said that there was the possibility 
that the course would end tonight for some of the L2's. They would be lost.  
As a practical suggestion, he told us that the intellect could hold past, present, and future together. So, see the end. 
Look to completion/conclusion/finish. I immediately thought of scheduling a circle meeting after the show. 
Suggested this to RalphV, who as stage manager could communicate this to the group.  
The L2's met at 9:15 in Fairmont. A good circle. RalphV, ScottN, and BrianP had done an *incredible* job of 
organizing the gig details. They had us move through the set list and step forward if we were playing ScottN took 
down the names for each tune. Then the printed set lists arrived, one for each of us. We discussed logistics.  
Back to the shack to pack. Tom had the Hellboys Bowling Shirt hanging on my bunk. Shiny black with orange 
fireballs on the chest. I slipped it on under my green shirt. I tucked my strap through my belt. Having the strap right 
there pleased me.  



A 10:15 meeting in the dining room. I arrived early and checked the kitchen (remembering my aim). Everything in 
order. I took this as a positive sign... a good omen for the performance.  
On the bus. Practically zero talking. It must have scared the hell out of the bus driver. Only a short drive to Miller's. 
Lots of neon. Organized ourselves on the bus.  
A great rectangular bar, pool tables in the back, a small and slightly raised stage. No GC staff members present.  
Set list: Circulation * Brouhaha * Blockhead * One of a Thousand Regrets * Fulsom Prison Blues * Asturias * 
Make A Circle * Wild Rover * Little Julia * Oscillation * How Big Is Hell? * Bicycling To Afghanistan * 
September * Israeli Folk Song * Eye of the Needle * Stayin’ Alive * Love Me Tender * Trapiche  
Two examples of energy flow. While MichaelF was singing a la Cash, the crowd was rocking along. Then my solo 
came. Each note was a pinprick in the energy bubble. Bleagh.  
When Tom’s lips hit the harmonica in How Big Is Hell, the crowd lit up. Every ear in the house was listening to 
him. It was like a rising tide of water. I was reluctant to sing over/under/around it.  
Just before I went on for Trapiche, PeterL asked me to offer some of the food we had been provided to the vigorous 
hecklers at the back. A brilliant idea. I marched around the room offering chicken fingers.  
After the gig we regrouped in the bus. Ralph gave us 15 minutes to return to socialize in Millers. He also revealed 
that he gave the excess $50 from our bus payment to the bar as a tip. Holy shit – these road managers were sharp.  
We went back in. I took my sprite to the end of the bar and was looking to start up a conversation. My back was to 
the stage. BrianP approached – I almost said something lame like “how’s it going?”, but he was quicker. “Please 
help me return the tables to the stage.” Someone was still awake. I think this impressed the owners too.  
Heading back to the bus. The jukebox was blaring: “You can’t always get what you want…”  
Losing my energy again. Then I saw ScottN with his notepad, counting heads. The road managers shepherded me 
back into the course energy field, no doubt.  
When we exited the bus in front of Fairmount, the L1’s were standing in a line, applauding. I looked at their faces as 
I walked by. I felt grateful. Patricia made sure they were invited to our circle.  
We ended in a sort of double circle with the L2’s on the inside. My feet were very sore – it created some noise that 
was hard for me to ignore.  
Back to the shack. Hung up the Hellboy shirt. Fucking wicked. Talked with Tom about the harmonica solo. He felt 
the same energy rising like a wave. 
 
Thursday -- GC Lebanon #7 
September 07, 2000 
 
Up at 7am. There was mist on the pond behind Cabin 11 (aka the Love Shack).  
Still falling asleep during the sittings.  
Much digestion of last night’s performance over breakfast. It was a uniformly positive experience. Igor had some 
nice comments. “It’s important to have someone in the crowd wishing you success. I always think of my mother.” 
“The urge to help last night came out of necessity. Like seeing an old woman drop a package on the ground. You 
immediately have the desire to help. It’s a necessity.”  
Many other people noticed the fine details that occurred yesterday. The excellent L2 management team was high on 
the list.  
The L1’s were assigned their work for the day. Quality, not bounded by quantity.  
Patrick assigned me to be the head cook at lunch. We met at 10. Patrick, John, Jim, and I. Russian borscht from the 
Moosewood cookbook, plus some resuscitated left overs. I assigned Jim to work on assembling the left overs. John 
helped assemble the ingredients. John and I did a lot of chopping.  
I like the smell of butter, onions, and caraway seeds.  
While assembling the ingredients, Patrick suggested that this was an opportunity to use some of our excess 
vegetables. I said “so I just throw this stuff in…” and Patrick replied “No. Don’t throw them in. Place them in with 
care. This attention will make a difference in how the food tastes.”  
I tried to “place” everything from this point. The chopped onions into the temporary bowl, the beet stock into the 
pot, the salt into the pot, etc.  
At noon I said “left foot”. Wrong. It was the right foot. I also said “things look ok”. Wrong again. About one minute 
after that, I realized that lunch would be late.  
As the hour disappeared I helped John set the tables. Anything to keep me from watching that pot of borscht.  
Everything was ready – except for the Borscht – by 12:45. It took me until 1:10 (and after heavy leaning on Patrick 
and John) to announce to the crowd that lunch was postponed until 1:30.  
It should have been a much heavier weight to delay everyone’s day by ½ an hour. I was uncharacteristically calm.  



The L2’s performed. The Hamsters were back (just Igor and PatrickW). They kicked ass with an original piece that 
Igor tapped on, jazz-blues changes that Igor and Patrick riffed over… then some Zepplin for an encore. Igor cut 
loose! I couldn’t keep myself from yelping when he laid down those licks.  
MarkB and Joan performed, Joan on the clave. Mark had some tasty bends at the beginning of the piece. He keeps 
his head up too.  
I asked for volunteers, not too successfully. There wasn’t goodwill in my request… what was in there? I was hoping 
to enlist a large crew to catch up with some of the lost half an hour. Doug was solid on dish pit duty.  
Didn’t finish until 3:30. Had some cold aglio olio, a kiwi, diluted fruit juice and coffee to keep myself nourished. I 
also tried the borscht. Not bad.  
Back to the cabin. I intended to Alexanderize. Instead, I passed out for an hour.  
Patrick approached me after lunch. “This is not a criticism. Try to look back in the process. I don’t care about the 
details. Try to find where the process diverged. Look for a principle you can take from this and apply to other 
processes in your life. You were put in over your head. If you can extract where the process diverged, you will have 
gained something significant from this experience.”  
MarkB asked to meet with me for a “special project”. Patricia asked to speak with me about non-kitchen related 
matters. I relished my anticipation.  
Spent some time trying to connect the dots. My life as a process. Can I visualize the end? Mental masturbation, 
possibly.  
Before dinner I asked Robert if I could attend the L1 performance of Acts of Quality. He shocked me by answering 
by name.  
I sat on the stage to the left of Curt. All instructors in black, me too. I’m not sure my presence contributed quality. 
After each performance I would fidget. “When a process ends, energy is released. Manifests as fidgeting,” I thought 
obsessively.  
Notable performances. Jonathan (the other one) doing some cross picking. Robert said “and again.” The second time 
he didn’t look at his right hand before starting. I sensed a difference, but couldn’t identify what it was.  
Jeanette. A “simple” melody over open strings. Not clearly executed the first time. She asked if she could begin 
again (brave!). This time she walked right into the center of the circle and hit a few more notes. I sensed her resolve. 
Some fear, but determination too. It moved me to spontaneous applause, but “peer” pressure stopped me.  
Dinner. Sitting across from Tom. Lots of garlic! Some performances. L2’s again – but with a Dr. Who tribute to the 
Time Lord featuring Mark on slide.  
TonyG expressed his concerns about leaving the group. He had to rush to the hospital for an allergy shot and when 
he returned he felt disconnected. How to remain connected? BillR replied with “You have already been given all the 
information you need this week.” I think he was explicitly referring to the Circulation of Attention exercise.  
JohnM came out to sing at dinner. Not enough people were shutting up to leave space for him. Patricia forcibly 
made space by starting to clap loudly. Effective.  
Monster clean up after dessert. TimG, Chris (Canadian!), and I worked the dish pit. We ended just in time and even 
had a circle. Earlier, while I was scraping away on a pan, Patrick came up, touched me on the shoulder and said 
“only do the necessary amount of work.” This helped me reconnect with my body.  
Full group meeting at 9:15. Many comments. One that impressed me. He described his experience with silence. It 
made him angry at Robert, thought it was authoritarian. He just shut up. Then, on Tuesday night, as he was about to 
get angry, something grabbed him from behind – kind of wrapped around him – for maybe 3 seconds. It gave him a 
sense of well being. These three seconds he will be able to keep beyond the extent of the course.  
He was projecting sincerity. Very honest and real.  
Robert: “The course is not over. It is now 10:18pm. At 10:30pm two buses will arrive to take L1’s and L2’s to 
Miller’s for a repeat performance.” His challenge: pay close attention to your talking. Immediately ignored by 
several people.  
I felt some panic during these 12 minutes. To help stabilize myself I repeated the sequence of preparations from the 
previous night. The most calming one was looping my guitar strap through my belt, over my right leg.  
Ralph, Scott, and Brian were immediately “on.” During the bus ride, Ralph covered the necessary details – protect 
your space, compensate for Patricia’s absence, defend a space for PatrickW, etc. Very good data. Helped me to 
focus.  
Very quickly on stage. L1’s, CG, RF right up front. Some attention during the circulation from the crowd.  
During Brouhaha, ChrisG did the same thing Patricia did at dinner for John – he started clapping and the crowd 
responded. Decisive, attentive, intuitive.  
Help was available to me at three distinct points during the performance. From ChrisG, in the form of eye contact at 
the end of Blockhead. From the crowd, when Tom started in on the harmonica. Huge waves of energy. I don’t have 



the architecture to completely absorb this yet. From myself, when I let go and made one of the open A to high A 
jumps on the lead part for Bicycling.  
Gigantic group Thrak. Everyone squeezed on stage. During the cacophony, Robert walked up to the payphone right 
beside the stage and called his sister. Apparently he left a message on her answering machine.  
Back at the camp, a Masterstroke of Genius (courtesy of RobR). All 88 people formed a long line from the old 
kitchen to the new kitchen in Fairmount hall. We passed the boxed contents along. RichS to my right and TimG to 
my left. Satisfying work.  
The final L1 circle. Robert said something about the bucket brigade line helping us to digest the energy generated 
from the day’s work. And at about 1:28am: “The L1 has finished for some, concluded for others, and completed for 
more.” 
 
Friday -- GC Lebanon #8 
September 08, 2000 
 
Up at 7. My definition/intention for the day was to be a reliable and effective member of the kitchen team and to rest 
in the interstices.  
Breakfast in Fairmount.  
L1’s leaving, Christian Motorcyclists Association arriving to fill the void. “We ride for the Son.”  
One stunning observation about the performance, from Tom. He and PatrickW played Don’t Tell My Wife as an 
encore. At one point the crowd started singing. Tom said it was perfect tone and volume. He thought to himself: “I 
don’t need this guitar anymore. The sound quality is enough.” He has synesthesia – the color coming in was red. He 
said: “I feel fit this morning after three hours of sleep and a trip to Newark and back. This tells me something 
significant happened.”  
It’s a very small kitchen. I helped pack the refrigerator and swept the floors.  
Bailed out on the circle. Spend an hour writing diary entries. Lucky timing – got to say goodbye to PatrickS. He 
gave me a CD of original music. He also told me to keep doing what I’m doing. Uhhh, what am I doing?  
More thoughts on processes, inevitability, and death.  
I’m on swing shift today. Coming in at the end of the process and helping see it through. I organized a table setting 
crew for lunch.  
Patricia and I had a spontaneous arm hug while watching the circle from the kitchen door.  
Lunch. Carrot soup and pesto+cheese+lettuce sandwiches. Yummy!  
A chat with RalphV after lunch. He held up a mirror to me and it didn’t look as bad as I expected.  
Panic at 3pm. Two blank spaces on Robert’s personal meeting sheet. PeterL and I signed up for the last two slots 
even though we were on tea duty for 4pm.  
I wasn’t focused during my meeting with Robert. I hit him with my attempt to connect process, intention, and the 
Big Picture (e.g. bigger than Miller’s). How can I visualize the end of my life? He was polite. I was getting 
emotional and having trouble getting the words out. He handed me a paper towel – very calming. He offered to help, 
but I didn’t have a clear request ready for him.  
Sat with JohnM during tea. Enjoyed some crackers and his herb and cream cheese spread.  
On swing for dinner. Quesadillas, tortilla chips, salad, bean dip, jalapenos, salsa. Num.  
Many L2 observations about their Cmin circulation exercise. Mistakes occurred for shorter notes. Observations of 
spreading goodwill/frustration.  
After dinner, Curt approached me. “Have you talked with Robert about the L4? Make sure you do. See what he says. 
I’m behind you all the way.”  
Mind spinning while working the (much smaller) dish pit. We were almost 1 hour late finishing our duties.  
Had a shower and ran into Robert by the sinks. I asked him if it would be possible to meet with him briefly before 
the end of the course. He said “probably not. Many people have not yet had a meeting, more than I can address in a 
day” and went back to his concerns. I screwed up some courage – the question started to generate heat in my chest. 
“Robert, I want to ask you about the possibility of a Level Four course.” A L4 is not possible at this time. It is not 
possible to assume the responsibility of having a crafty undertake this prematurely. Nothing ill here, sounded very 
factual. I wasn’t about to press him for details.  
I took a few minutes to process this. Not a real shock to me. I had been working in Seattle and considering future 
work there well before the Introduction to Guitar Craft found me again, and certainly without Robert’s direct input.  
To the Christian Motorcyclists Association performance group meeting, lead by Patricia. A subset of the L2’s were 
booked to play for the CMA at dinner tomorrow. She helped shape the circle… it was extremely shoddy and 
disorganized. I attempted to contribute only necessary talking.  



Ran into Curt. He said “and another thing, if you want to get together to play guitar, just ask.” I told him what RF 
said about the L4.  
We worked on Amazing Grace, Make A Circle. Very loose sounding. Kind of discouraging. Everyone (including 
me) seemed tired. We decided to get some sleep.  
PatrickW and I walked back to the Martin shacks together. This was immensely satisfying, leading him along the 
path and chatting with him. To be honest, this act brought out the sort of emotion that I expected to find during the 
“representation of love” exercise. Plenty of stars in the sky. A cool evening.  
Woke up at 2:30am, jumped out of bed. I thought I was late for breakfast duty. 
 
 
Saturday -- GC Lebanon #9 
September 09, 2000 
 
Up at 6am, breakfast duty. Done by 8am.  
Just as we finished, MarkB came in to find me. Time for Rage Against the Aphorism to rehearse this morning’s 
breakfast performance. At the shack he presented me with a Hellboy Wand ($14.95) and led me through my “First 
NST Lesson.” Honoring convenience, we arranged “Going Bye Bye” to the tune of “Bossanova” (to the tune of 
“Cha Cha Cha”.)  
During Going Bye Bye (for Tom), Joan provided announcements, as a flight attendant. “Please fasten your seatbelt.” 
My favorite moment during the performance was when Mark adjusted my right hand technique while applying the 
Hellboy Wand to the strings.  
Breakfast observations. In response to a pointed question, ScottN said “I see that I have an enormous amount of 
work ahead of me if I wish to honourably continue in GC.” The breakfast ended with this comment. It resonated 
with me strongly.  
RF also said that GC cannot currently exist without him.  
Another visit to the dish pit. Observing how people like to be given specific jobs, then stand around when they’re 
finished. There’s a lot of that in me.  
I entered the “right-hand” circle for two reasons. To work on my appalling right hand, and to keep an eye on Tom 
who was scheduled to leave at 12:30pm.  
Working in the circle with Victor. I was falling asleep. I mustered enough sense to leave the circle and get some 
food (green apple, kiwi) in me. I jumped around a bit.  
Reentered the circle. Curt was leading now. Curt introduced the 28 bars. A lot of crosspicking with steady drones on 
the E string. Once the exercise was established (at about 12:08pm), Curt said “let’s commit to play this piece until 
12:30.”  
I watched Tom to see what he would do. Would he play until 12:30?  
He did nothing. Wonderfully well, for about 5 minutes. Then he quickly left the circle.  
I watched him pick up his guitar and walk out the door. From my seat, I could see the blue sky and his silhouette as 
he left. Suddenly, he turned around and placed his hand on his heart – then walked away.  
The energy inflated me! Right in the solar plexus. I kept playing the piece, but came very close to completely 
breaking down in tears.  
A deep silence at lunch that I was unavailable to due to excessive fatigue.  
After lunch, I did some laundry and communicated the details of Tom’s departure to MarkB. We shared some 
personal data.  
An Alexander class in the afternoon with Frank and Sandra. Frank: “We usually only observe our reactions. We 
don’t/can’t see through our reactions.”  
I was falling asleep on the floor during the lie down.  
Sure enough, Tom had left the Hellboy Shirt of Fireball Doom lying on my bunk as a gift. As if I hadn’t received 
enough from him already!  
After tea, we had our 4:30 meeting with Sister Patricia and the Paradise Kids. To prepare for the CMA performance. 
A sloppy circle. We couldn’t start until 4:40pm, and the gig was at 5:30!  
I contributed some unnecessary suggestions and my general irritation. Frank stayed with the circle to work with the 
group. As people would speak, he would visit them and straighten them out.  
At 5pm, Patricia went to check on the venue. We jammed on Make A Circle. When Pat returned with 45 extra 
minutes for us, the tension dropped out of the group. The set list came together just in time.  
We filed down, led by our doorman Frank and ChrisG. A 30 minute gig for the CMA. They were having dinner. 
Very noisy.  



Some warm responses afterwards. A few people walked up the hill to Fairmount to express thanks.  
Dinner by candlelight. Performance by PatrickW and PeterL. Very jazzy. Lots of finger snapping from the crowd!  
Decided that the final meeting would be after dinner.  
Clean up went better than expected, even with a kitchen meeting thrown in there.  
Before the final meeting, I was standing by the dish pit drop off point. Robert pounced in front of me: “I put your 
name on the list.” “Uhhh… what list?” “The sign up list for personal meetings today. You asked for one, but you 
didn’t show up.”  
During the final meeting, I told my Tom’s Departure story and almost didn’t make it through. A witty (self-
deprecating, never fails) beginning, but dissolved into deep emotion.  
More comments, then Robert: “Remember back to the beginning of the course. Put that in your right hand. Now, put 
this moment in your left hand. We are in between the two.” He held his hands aloft. I could feel some energy 
(magnetic?) in my own hands.  
Robert made a request. That he leave the circle, pull out a chair, and have everyone file out of the circle through this 
space. Once this had been done, he declared the course completed.  
Afterwards, incredible amounts of chatter and guitar wanking back in the shack. I avoided it. 
 
Sunday 
September 10, 2000 
 
Almost slept through breakfast duty.  
Peter made muffins, Mark and I took care of the rest.  
Clean up duty afterwards. Pots, pans, usual dishpit routine.  
Yammered and played a bit of guitar with ChrisG, MichaelF, Bill, and Dave. My mouth was moving too much. 
Michael called me a “Hellboy sideman”, and I had to correct him.  
Back to Fairmount. Pot luck lunch. MikeB came in and entertained with teacher stories.  
Positive feedback from RobR (from last night), MarkB, PeterL, JimL.  
More clean up, working with LeslieS again. Nice symmetry here.  
Goodbyes to Patricia, Peter, Mark. My Kitchen Team homies!  
Helped load up MikeT’s truck and Jonathan’s van. Back to Jonathan’s. Chatting with Rae. Trying to hook up with 
Chris G, who was wandering around Red Bank. Bah.  
Excellent Chinese food with Jonathan and Rae, Jonathan’s treat. Spicy dumplings, kung pao chicken, black pepper 
breaded scallops, crazy beef.  
Back to J+R’s house. Rae put on some coffee. Conversation fuel.  
Sleeping on a real bed!  
 
Monday 
September 11, 2000 
 
Sat with Jonathan in the morning. A good sitting.  
Breakfast with Rae and Jonathan.  
Back to Lebanon. Help Jonathan with some of the final clean up. We get along well. He treated me to lunch at a 
quaint "general store" deli.  
Spoke with Whitney. She had a job by the first day of school! What a hot commodity.  
J and I had a cruise through South Orange with the top down. Not much talking plenty of groovy music.  
Airport, uneventful flight.  
My mother looks great. I told her some GC stories during the drive home and also mentioned Seattle.  
A bath, Murakami, crash.  
 
 
 


